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DESIGN STUDY OF SHAFT FACE SEAL WITH SELF-ACTING LIFT AUGMENTATION 
I - SELF-ACTING PAD GEOMETRY 
by J o h n  Zuk ,  Lawrence P. Ludwig, and Robert L. Johnson 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
A parametric  design  study was made  on a face  seal  with a self-acting pad geometry 
having a 6.  5-inch  (16.  5-cm)  nominal  diameter.  The  load  carrying  capacity of the  self- 
acting  pad  geometry was calculated  for  various  pad  recess  depths,  film  thicknesses, 
angular deforrr-ations , and  self-acting  pad  geometries.  The  self-acting pad geometries 
had a characteristically  steep  gradient (high gas  film  stiffness) of lift  force  against  film 
thickness.  This  high  gas  film  stiffness is advantageous  in  that  the  lift  force  drops off 
rapidly if the  seal  tends  to  open;  hence,  the  closing  force  increases  rapidly. If the  seal  
tends  to  close,  the  opposite  effect  occurs. A small  operating  gas  film  thickness,  there- 
fore ,  is maintained,  and  the  high  gas  film  stiffness  forces  the  seal  nosepiece  to  dynam- 
ically  track  the  runout  motion of the  seal  face.  The  shallower  recess  depths  produce 
steeper  gradients of lift  force  against  film  thickness, but for  wear  considerations, a 
deeper  recess  depth of 0.001 inch (0.003 cm) was selected.  Angular  deformation of the 
sealing  face  did not have a significant  effect  on  the  load  carrying  capacity of the  self- 
acting  pads. 
INTRODUCTION 
Shaft seal systems in advanced  turbine  engines will be operated at speeds,  temper- 
atures,  and  pressures  higher  than  those  currently  used.  Conventional  face  seals  pres- 
ently  in  use  in  some  gas  turbine  engines are limited  to a sliding  velocity of about 350 feet 
per  second (107 m/sec) ,  a gas   temperature  of 800' F (700 K), and a ,pressure of 125  psi 
(86.1 N/cm2) (ref. 1). Advanced engines  will  require seals to  operate at 500 feet   per 
second (152 m/sec)  (ref..   2),  and  pressures  to 500 psi  (344 N/cm ) (ref.  3) are antici- 
pated.  Face  seals  for  these  high  speeds  and  pressures  must  operate  with  positive  seal- 
ing  face  separation (no rubbing  contact)  in  order  to  achieve long  life  and  reliability.  Some 
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conventional face seals used  in  current  engines  apparently  operate  with  positive  face 
separation  under  steady-state  conditions,  but  this  positive  face  separation is not assured 
by the design procedure. Extension of the  speed,  pressure,  and  temperature  limitations 
of a conventional  face seal will  be  minimal  unless  the  design  ensures  the  small but vital 
positive  sealing face separation. 
A direct  approach  to  obtaining  positive  sealing face separation is found  in  the  hydro- 
static  and  self-acting seal designs  under  investigation  in  the  studies  repo,rted  in refer- 
ences 4 and 5. The self-acting seal design, which has a low leakage potential (ref. 5), is 
a conventional  face seal with a self-acting  pad  geometry  (step-type  gas-lubricated  bear- 
ings)  for  lift  augmentation (see fig.  1). It should be noted that, in the conventional face 
seal, divergent  sealing  faces  lead  to  loss of seal opening  force;  hence,  rubbing  contact 
can occur (ref. 5). However, as pointed out in reference 5,  the step-type gas bearing 
added  to a conventional  face seal acts  to  maintain  sealing  surface  separation  even  though 
adverse  sealing  face  deformation  occurs.  The  feasibility of the  self-acting  face seal has 
been demonstrated in several NASA sponsored programs (ref. 5). Recent data show 
satisfactory  performance  to a speed of 400 feet  per  second (122 m/sec),  a pressure of 
250 psi  (172 N/cm ), and a sealed  gas  temperature of 1000° F (810 K).  2 
The  design of the  self-acting  geometry is vital  to seal dynamic  performance.  The 
self-acting  geometry  must  provide 
(1) Sufficient  lift  force  to  separate  the  surfaces  at less than  idle  speed 
(2)  Sufficient  gas  film  stiffness  to  make  the  nosepiece  dynamically  track  the axial 
motions of the seal seat  face 
A  necessary  step  in  optimization of lift  augmentation  in a face seal is a parametric 
study of the  self-acting  geometry.  Thus,  the  objectives of the  present  work are to  deter- 
mine  for a sea l  of practical  interest 
(1) A practical  pad  recess  depth  for  the  self-acting  geometry 
(2) The  effect of the  number of self-acting  pads 
(3)  The  effect of thermal  deformation  on  load  capacity 
The  parametric  study  was  made  on a face  seal  with a self-acting  lift  geometry  having 
a 6.5-inch (16. 5-cm) nominal diameter. Sealed gas pressures of 65, 215, and 315 psia 
(45, 148, and 217 N/cm abs) were considered. The load carrying capacity of the self- 
acting  geometry  was  calculated  for  various  pad  recess  depths,  film  thicknesses,  angular 
deformations,  and  for a number of self-acting  pads. 
2 
DESCRl PTI-ON OF FACE  SEAL  WITH  SELF-ACTING GEOMETRY 
Figure 1 shows a face-type seal with a self-acting  pad  geometry  that  consists of a 
series of shallow  recesses  arranged  circumferentially  around  the  seal  under  the  sealing 
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Sump 
pressure, 
Nosepiece 
Litt pads 
I 
Figure 1. -Face seal with self-acting lift pads. 
dam. It should be noted  that  the  lift  geometries  are  bounded  at  the  inside  and  outside 
diameters  by the  sealed  pressure PI. This is accomplished by feed slots that connect 
the  annular  groove  directly  under  the  sealing  dam  with  the  sealed  pressure  in  the  cavity. 
The  effect of the  self-acting  geometry on face  seal   operation is illustrated  in  figure 2 ,  
which  shows  parallel  sealing  faces  operating  without  rubbing  contact  because of a balance 
between  the  closing  force  and  the  opening  force,  that  is,  the  self-acting  lift  force  plus  the 
pressure  acting between  the  sealing  faces. If the  seal  tends  to  close,  the  gas  bearing 
force  increases  to  prevent  rubbing  contact;  thus, a condition of no rubbing  contact  can 
prevail  except  at  startup  and  shutdown. 
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Nosepiece  position 
CD-10297-28 
(a) Mechanical, pneumatic, and self-acting forces on seal nosepiece. 
u sey 
- ". "_ , r\ ",+ 
pressure, 
(b) Seal w i th  exaggerated  face  deformation  (coning or dishing). 
Figure 2. - Self-acting face seal. 
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RESULTS AND  DISCUSSION 
Design Points 
For the  purpose of analysis,  three  design  points  were  selected as representative of 
operating  conditions  in  the  advanced  gas  turbine  (see  table I). 
Model  of  Self-Acting Lift Geometry 
A  single  self-acting  pad  (shrouded  step-type), which served as the  mathematical 
model, is shown in figure 3. The radial width b of all pads was 0.20 inch (0. 507 cm), 
and  the  length  c was determined by the  number of pads  arranged  circumferentially  under 
the sealing dam. Because of the large radius-to-pad width ratio r/b, the curvature was 
neglected  in  the  mathematical  model.  Thus,  the  pad  boundaries  conform  to a Cartesian 
coordinate system. The feed-groove width f was held constant for all  pads.  The recess 
length-to-land length ratio R/L was varied between 0.4 and 1.8. Also, the effect on 
load capacity of the  ratio of recess  depth  to  film  thickness A/hm was determined  over 
the range of (A + hm)/hm = 0.52 to 6.0. (All symbols a r e  defined in appendix A.) Cal- 
culations of load  capacity  were  made for the  parallel  film  face  and  for  the  case  with a 
Feedqroove 
width, f " L -  _ _ _ _ _ _ _  ' -I p 2 =  
-4""""r"" 
Seal seat motion, V 
Section A-A 
( YOX = clb 
Computer 1 STEDE = h + A  =: 
program 
Darameters 
F igure 3. - Model of s ingle  sel f -act ing pad (shrouded  Rayleigh  step  type). 
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2-milliradian  angular  deformation.  This  angular  deformation  was  chosen as a practical 
case  that  might  occur as the  result of thermal  gradients.  Figure 4 shows  the  actual 
dimensions of one of the  pad  designs. 
0.0968  (0.245) 
rO.050 IO. 127) 
0. OM (0.051) I Diameter, 
I 
1 
1 '. + 0.590 
" -~ 
(1.50) 
/ " 5.960  (15.15) 
1 Feed groove 0.03 (0.08) 
18" Step ,0010 (.0025) 
i 
Figure 4. - Details of sealing dam and self-acting pad geometry. Al l  d imensions 
are in inches  (cm). 
The  computer  program  listing  in  reference 5, which is valid f o r  a shrouded  lift  pad, 
is used  for  this  study.  This  computer  program  has  been  modified  (as  shown in appendix B) 
so that  it  can  be  used  on  the  Lewis  Research  Center  computer,  and  the input has  been 
modified  for NAMELIST to  facilitate  parametric  design  studies.  The  program  solves  the 
complete  two-dimensional  compressible  flow  Reynolds  lubrication  equation  written  in  the 
P form 2 
where 
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The  formulation of this  analysis is given in reference 6. For details of the  solution of 
the  foregoing  equation,  see  appendix B in  reference 7. A discussion of the  use of the 
program  for  a nonparallel  film is given  in  appendix A of reference 5 .  The  following as- 
sumptions o r  restrictions  apply  in  the  present  analysis: 
(1) The fluid is Newtonian and viscous. A laminar'flow regime is assumed. It should 
be noted  that it is possible for the seal assembly  to  be  operated  in  the  transition o r  sl ip 
flow  regime  for  clearances less than 0.0001 inch (0.0003 cm),  and  the  analysis is not 
valid  in  this  slip  regime. 
(2) The  bulk  modulus, 3X + 2 p  = 0, is Stokes  idealization  and is valid  since  local 
shocks  are  not present  and  the  flow is analyzed  for  the  continuum  flow  regimes. 
(3) The body forces  are  negligible. 
(4) The  flow is laminar   for  a maximum  film  thickness of 0.001 inch (0.003 cm).  The 
maximum  Reynolds  number is 658, which is considerably iess than  the  minimum  transi- 
tion  rotational  Reynolds  number of about 1900. 
(5) The  modified o r  reduced  pressure flow  Reynolds  number is much  less  than 1. 
For example,  at  design point 3 in  table I,  the  modified  Reynolds  number is in  the  range of 
0.023. Thus,  the  Reynolds  equation  should be valid  for  the  model of the  self-acting  lift 
pad. 
TABLE I .  - DESIGN POINTS 
~ t 
~ 
Velocity, v, ft/sec (m/sec) 
Sealed gas  pressure, P1, 
psia  (N/cm2  abs) 
Sealed gas  temperature, 
T1, O F  (K) 
Sump pressure,  Pz ,  psia 
(N/cm abs) 2 
Viscosity, 1-1, (lb)(sec)/in. 2 
((N)(sec)/cm ) 
2 
Operating condition 
I 
1 
200 (61) 
6 5  (45) 
." 
100 (311) 
15  (10.3) 
Descent 
~ " 
Design  Point 
2 
500 (153) 
215 (148) 
. .- 
800 (700) 
15 (10. 3) 
$. 87x10-' (3.  36x10-lo) 
Takeoff and  climb 
3 
450 (137) 
315 (217) 
1300 (977) 
15  (10. 3) 
6 .  00x10-' (4. 14x10-10) 
Cruise 
The compressibility number A was calculated for each of the three design points 
Y 
(see  table I) at various  film  thicknesses  (see  table II) by using  the  following  relations: 
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Design  point 1: 
A =  15.  2X10-8 
Y 2 
hm 
Design  point 2: 
20. 4X10-8 
Y 2 
hm 
A =  
Design  point 3: 
A =  1 5 . 4 ~ 1 0 - ~  
Y 2 
hm 
Effect of Number of Sel f -Act ing  L i f t  Pads 
The  load  capacity of the  self-acting  pads as a function of the  number of pads is shown 
in figure 5. As the  number of pads  increases,  the  circumferential  length of each  pad 
Film thickness 
ratio, 
L 0 I I d  
I 
0 a 40 60 80 100 
Number of pads 
Figure 5. - Load capacity of shrouded  self-acting lift pads 
as function o f  number of pads. Sealed pressure, 
315 psia (217 N/cm2 absl; sealed gas  temperature, 1300" F 
(977 K); sliding velocity, 4% feet per second (137 mlsecl. 
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necessarily  decreases  in  order  to fit the  available  region  under  the  sealing  dam.  The  cal- 
culations  were  made at design point 3, which  has a pressure  differential of 300 psi (206 
N/cm ) and a sealed  gas  temperature of 1300' F (977 K). The  sliding  velocity  was 
450 feet  per  second (137 m/sec) .. At a film  thickness  ratio of (A + hm)/hm = 2, which is 
a practical  ratio for a large  operating  film  thickness,  an  optimum is indicated at 28 pads. 
However, at a film  thickness  ratio of (A + hm)/hm = 6, which is a practical  ratio  for a 
small  operating  thickness, no optimum is indicated  and  the  load  capacity  increases as the 
number of pads  decreases.  Since  the seal is expected  to  operate at various  film  thick- 
nesses ,  a compromise  in  the  number of pads  must  be  sought , and  the  number  selected 
was 20. 
2 
./ 
Effect of Recess Length-to-Land Length Ratio 
The  load  capacity as a function of recess  length-to-land  length  ratio R/L for sym- 
metric  and  asymmetric  designs is shown  in  figure 6. The  calculation was made for de- 
sign point 3 of table I with  the  film  thickness  ratio of (A + hm)/hm = 6. A symmetric  de- 
sign  has a slightly  greater  load  capacity  than  an  asymmetric  design,  and  the  curve  trend 
suggests  that a recessed  land  length  ratio R/L of 1 .8  o r  greater  wil l  provide  near  opti- 
mum  capacity.  Because of wear  considerations,  it is desirable  to  have  the  land  length as 
k c =  1.000+ k c =  1.000+ 
2/17 c -' 
1/17 c, 
Symmetr lc 
lo!" " I  
O . 4  . a  1. 2 1.6 2.0 
Circumferent ia l  recess width-to- land width rat io,  RIL 
Figure 6. - Load capacity  of  shrouded  self-acting  l i ft pads 
as function of recess length-to-land length ratio. Sealed 
pressure, 315 psia (217 N/cmZ abs); sealed gas tempera- 
ture, 1300" F (977 K); sliding velocity, 450 feet per 
second (137 mlsec); number  o f  pads, M; f i lm th ickness 
ratio, 6; compress ib i l i ty  number in c i rcumferent ia l  
d i rect ion,  1.78. 
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long as practical;  therefore, a recess-to-land  length  ratio of 1.4 was  selected as a com- 
promise  between  wear  and  load  capacity  considerations. 
Effect  of  Recess  Depth-to-Film  Thickness  Ratio 
The  load  capacity as a function of film  thickness  ratio (A + hm)/hm is shown  in  fig- 
ure 7.  The optimum film thickness ratio is near (A + hm)/hm = 2 .  However, under dy- 
rn Rotor 
18 
16 
14 - 12 
P 
1
.- i, lo 
5 8  
I 
V 
D 
V 
C-J 
3 6  
4 
2 
0 
- 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
Film  thickness  rat io, (A + h,l/h, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
6 
f i g u r e  7. -Load  capacity  of  shrouded  self-acting lifl pads as   func t ion  
of f i lm thickness rat io. Sealed pressure, 315 psia (217 Nlcm’abs); 
sealed gas temperature, 1300” f (977 K); sliding velocity, 450 feet 
per second (137 mlsec); number   o f  pads, M. 
namic  operation,  the  film  thickness is expected  to  vary  because of the  inherent  runout of 
the  seal   seat   face.   Thus,   in  operation, a range of film  thickness  ratios is expected. 
Because of leakage  considerations,  the  film  thickness of 0.0004 inch (0.0010 cm) is a 
practical  average  operating  condition;  and  for  this  case,  the  recess  depth would be 
0.0004 inch (0.0010 cm) to achieve the optimum value of (A + hm)/hm = 2.  However, in 
order  to  provide  increased  wear  capability, a recess  depth of 0.001 inch (0.00254 cm) 
was  selected.  Thus,  for a film  thickness of 0.0004 inch (0.0010 cm),  the  film  thickness 
ratio is (A + hm)/hm = 3. 5. 
10 
Load Capacity  as  Function of Fi lm  Thickness 
The  load  capacity  for  the  three  design  points  listed  in  table I is shown  in  figure 8. 
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Figure 8. - Load capacity  of  shrouded  self-acting lift pads as 
func t i on  of f i lm thickness. Number of  pads, 20; recess length 
to-land length rat io, 1.4. 
The  calculations  are  for 20 pads  and a recess  depth of 0.001 inch (0.003 cm).  The  curves 
reveal a high  film  stiffness  that is advantageous  for  seal  operations;  that is, at low film 
thicknesses, a high  lift force is produced  to  prevent  rubbing  contact  and at high  film 
thicknesses, which would have high leakage, only a low lift  force is produced. Thus, if 
the  seal  opens,  the  pad  lift  force  drops  off  sharply,  and  the  closing  force  acts  to  return 
the  nose  to  the  equilibrium  condition. 
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Effect  of  Face Angu lar   Deformat ion  
The  effect of face  angular  deformation  on  load  capacity is shown  in  figure  9. A de- 
formation of 2  milliradians was selected as a practical value that  might  occur as a result 
of axial  thermal  gradients  in  the  seal  faces.  This  angular  deformation  results  in a loss 
in load  capacity.  For  example,  figure  9  shows a 27-pound  (12-kg)  load  capacity  for  par- 
allel   faces  and a 21-pound  (9.5-kg)  load  capacity for faces  with a mean  film  thickness of 
0.0004 inch (0.0010 cm) and a 2-milliradian  deformation.  This  loss  in  load  capacity is 
not excessive  and  indicates  that  the  self-acting  geometry  can  accommodate  some  face 
Paral le l  f i lm 
2-Mi l l i radian  angular " 
38 
30 
24 
I 
0 2 4  6 8 Ib !2 14!10-4 
Film thickness, h,, cm 
Figure 9. - Load capacity  of  self-acting  geometry  as  function  of 
angular deformat ion.  Sealed pressure, 315 psia (217 NlcmZ 
abs); sealed gas temperature, 1300" F (977 KI; sl iding velocity 
400 feet per second (122 mlsecl; number  of pads, 20; recess 
length-to-land length ratio, 1.4; recess depths, 0.0010 i n c h  
(0.0025 cm) and 0.0004 i n c h  (0.0010 crn). 
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Effect of Recess Depth on Film St i f fness 
The  0.001-inch  (0.003-cm)  recess  depth  was  selected as a practical  value  because a 
compromise  between  wear  and  load  capacity  was  necessary. A comparison of the 0.001- 
inch  (0.003-cm)  depth  with  the  0.0004-inch  (0.0010-cm)  depth  demonstrates  the  penalty 
paid  for  the  compromise.  Figure 10 shows  load  capacity as a function of film  thickness 
for  each of the two recess  depths.  The  0.001-inch  (0.003-cm)  recess  depth  has a grea te r  
load  capacity  except  at  very  small  film  thicknesses,  that is, a t  0.0002 inch (0.0005 cm) 
and below. The important point is that  the  shallow  recess  has a higher  film  stiffness 
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Figure 10. - Effect  of  recess  depth  on  load  capacity  of  self-acting 
lift pads. Sealed pressure, 315 psia (217 Nlcm2 abs); sealed 
gas temperature, 1300" F (977 K); sliding velocity, 450 feet 
per  second (137 mlsec); number of  pads, 20; recess length-to- 
land length rat io, 1.4. 
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(curve of steeper  load  against film height),  and  this  higher  film  stiffness is desirable in 
seal operation;  that is, if the seal tends  to  open,  the  self-acting  force  drops off rapidly 
and, hence, the closing force increases  rapidly. If the seal tends to close, the opposite 
effect  occurs. 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
A parametric  study  was  made  on a face seal with a self-acting  lift  geometry  having 
a 6.5-inch (16.5-cm) nominal diameter. Sealed gas pressures of 65, 215, and 315 psia 
(45, 148, and 217 N/cm abs) were considered. The load carrying capacity of the self- 
acting  geometry  was  calculated  for  various  recess  depths,  film  thicknesses,  angular 
deformations,  and  numbers of self-acting  pads.  A  self-acting  geometry was placed  on a 
high-pressure  side of the  seal  dam  inside  diameter.  The  analysis  yielded  the  following 
results: 
2 
1. The  characteristic  steep  gradient of lift  force  against  gap  height of the  self-acting 
geometry was responsible  for  maintaining  the  small  sealing  gap  height  necessary  for low 
leakage. That is, if the seal tends to open, the lift force drops off rapidly; hence, the 
closing  force  increases  rapidly. If the  seal  tends  to  close,  the  opposite  effect  occurs. 
Thus,  the  self-acting  geometry  provides a high  gas  film  stiffness,  which is necessary if 
the  nosepiece is to  track  dynamically  the  face  runout of the  seal   seat .  
2.  The  gradient of self-acting  lift  force  against  film  thickness  was  affected by the 
recess  pad  depth;  the  shallower  recesses  produced a steeper  gradient. 
3. For faces  with  angular  deformation  (e.  g. , due  to  thermal  gradients),  the self- 
acting  lift  force  was less than  that  for  parallel  faces.  Calculations  for  practical  values 
of angular  deformation  indicated  that  the  self-acting  geometry  produces a useful  load. 
4. The  self-acting  pad  geometry  selected  was a compromise  between  wear  and  load 
capacity  considerations;  that is, the  recess  depth  selected  was  deeper  than  the  optimum, 
and  the  recess  length-to-land  length  ratio  was  smaller  than  the  optimum. 
Lewis  Research  Center, 
National  Aeronautics  and  Space  Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, January 7, 1970, 
126-  15. 
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APPENDIX  A 
SYMBOLS 
pad area, in. 2; cm 
self-acting  pad  radial  width,  in. ; cm 
self-acting  pad  circumferential  length, in. ; cm 
feed-groove circumferential length, in. ; cm 
recess  depth  plus  film  thickness,  in. ; cm 
film thickness, in. ; cm 
land circumferential length, in. ; cm 
static pressure,  psi;  N/cm 
recess circumferential length, in. ; cm 
radius, in. ; cm 
temperature,  OF;  K 
moving seal  seat   radial   surface  speed,  f t /sec;   m/sec 
moving seal  seat   circumferential   surface  speed,  f t /sec;   m/sec 
load capacity, lb; kg 
radial  coordinate  direction 
circumferential  coordinate  direction 
relative  inclination  angle of surfaces,   mrad 
r eces s   o r  pocket depth, in. ; cm 
compressibility  number  in  radial  direction, 6,uUc/Pahm 
compressibility  number  in  circumferential  direction,  6p Vb/P,h, 2 
second  viscosity  coefficient o r  coefficient of bulk viscosity 
absolute  or  dynamic  viscosity,  (lb)(sec)/in. 2; (N)(sec)/cm 
2 
2 
2 
2 
Subscripts : 
a ambient  conditions 
m  mean 
1 sealed  con itions 
2 sump conditions 
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APPENDIX B 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SHROUDED SELF-ACTING LIFT PAD 
Input Instructions 
The  computer  program is composed of the  main  program  and  five  subroutines.  The 
main  program  reads  the  input,  performs  the  major  portion of the  calculations,  calls  on 
the subroutines, and writes the output. The five subroutines are titled SUM, HFUN, 
HXFUN, HYFUN, and MATINV. 
SUM is the  Simpson's  rule  integration  scheme  for  odd  and  even  mesh  points. 
HFUN describes  the  shape of film  thickness. 
HXFUN describes  the  derivative of film  thickness  in  X-direction. 
HYFUN describes  the  derivative of film  thickness in Y-direction. 
MATINV inverts  the  necessary  matrix  required by the  columnwise  influence  coeffi- 
cient  method. 
The  program is coded in FORTRAN IV, version  13,  and is run  on  an IBM 7044-7094 
direct  couple  system  with 32K core  storage. 
Each  set  of input  data  requires  three  major  input  cards. In addition,  the  first  set 
requires  the  seal  geometry  cards.  All  input  statements are in  the NAMELIST fo rm,  a 
feature of FORTRAN IV,  version  13.  The  following is alist of the  data  cards  for a sample 
problem: 
(1) Pad  Number  Control  Card 
Item  Number  (3  items) 
(a)  NPAD-Control  number  specifying  number of pads  to  be  used 
1 - Single pad 
2 - Twin  pad,  extra  card  (lb) is needed 
3 - Twin pad, NPD = TRUE,  extra  card (la) is needed 
- Triple  pad,  NPD = FALSE,  extra  cards  (la  and  lb) are needed 
(b) INP-Control  for  input to be  continued or   t e rmina ted  
0 - Input set   to be continued 
1 - Input set  to  be  terminated 
(c) NDPP-Control for printout W/A (P2 - P1) 
0 - W/A (P2 - P1) will  be  printed  out  besides W/A P1 
1 - Only W/A P1 printed out as the load parameter 
(la)  Second  Pad  Geometry  Card 
Item  Number (6 items) 
1 - IA, number of mesh  points  to  first  step  in  X-direction  for  second  pad 
2 - JA,  number of mesh  points  to  first  step  in  Y-direction  for  second  pad 
16 
-e 
3 - IAA,  number of mesh  points  to  second  step  in  X-direction  for  second  pad 
4 - JAA,  number of mesh  points  to  second  step  in  Y-direction  for  second  pad 
5 - STEDA,  ratio of step  depth  to  film  thickness  for  second  pad 
6 - NPD = .TRUE. fo r  twin  pad 
= . FALSE. for  triple  pad,  additional  card  (lb) is required 
(lb)  Second o r  Third Pad Geometry  Card 
This  card is required  when NPAD = 2 o r  NPAD = 3 and  NPD = FALSE,  and it 
describes  the  second or  third  pad  geometry,  respectively. 
Item  Number (5 i tems) 
1 -  
2 -  
3 -  
4 -  
5 -  
IB,  number of mesh  points  to first step  in  X-direction  for  second o r  
third  pad 
JB,  number of mesh  points  to first step  in  Y-direction for  second o r  
third  pad 
IBB,  number of mesh  points  to  second  step  in  X-direction  for  second o r  
third  pad 
JBB,  number of mesh  points  to  second  step  in  Y-direction for second or 
third  pad 
STEDB,  ratio of step  depth  to  film  thickness lor second o r  third pad 
Y-direct ion node number 
1 5 10 15 M 25 
JH JAH N A I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I  l l I I t t - + i  
(2) Geometry,  General  Control,  and  Film  Geometry  Card 
Item Number (29 i tems,  see fig. 11) 
1 - M,  number of mesh  points  in  X-direction  (13  points  max) 
2 - N,  number of mesh  points  in  Y-direction  (30  points  max) 
3 - PLAMX = 6pUb/Paht,  bearing  number  in  X-direction 
4 - PLAMY = 6pVb/Pahm,  bearing  number  in  Y-direction 2 
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5 - YOX, circumferential  length  (Y-direction)/radial  width  (X-direction)  for 
a single  pad 
6 - IH, number of points  to first step  in  X-direction  for  first pad 
7 - JH,  number of points  to first step  in  Y-direction  for  f irst  pad 
8 - IHH,  number of points  to  second  step  in  X-direction  for  first pad 
9 - JHH, number of points  to  second  step  in  Y-direction  for  first pad 
10 - STEDE,  ratio of step  depth  to  film  thickness  for first pad 
11 - NDIG, number of digits  required  for  accuracy,  usually  for  single  pad  set 
12 - PFIX (1), dimensionless pressure,  P1/P1 = 1 
13 - PFIX (2), dimensionless pressure, P2/P1 
14 - PFIX (3), dimensionless pressure, P3/P1 
15 - NCASE, identify se t s  of input data 
16 - LKOUNT, number of iterations  allowed,  usually  set LKOUNT = 25 
17 - IFLO = 2,  for  inlet  flow  in  X-direction 
18 - JFLO = 2,  to N- 1 ,  f o r  flow  in  Y-direction 
19 - IFLOE = M- 1, for  outlet  flow  in  X-direction 
20 - COE (1) = C1/L 
21 - COE (2) = C2/L 
22 - COE (3) = 1 
23 - COE (4) = C4/C3 
24 - COE (5) = C5/C3 
25 - COE (6) = c 6 / c 3  
26 - COE (7) = C7/C3 
27 - COE (8) = C8/C3 
28 - COE (9) = Cg/C3 
29 - COE (10) = Clo/C3 
The  film  thickness  can  be  expressed  in  the  third-degree  polynomial as 
h = C3 + C4(X-C,) + C5(Y-C2) + CG(X-C1)  2 + C7(Y-C2) 2 
For parallel  film  study, COE (3) = 1.0,  and  the  rest of the  coefficients are equal  to  zero. 
As  for  the  detail  for  pivoting  and  tilting of the  seal  pad,  reference 5 should  be  consulted. 
(3)  Final  Control  Card 
Item  Number  (4  items) 
1 - QUEPl = T ,  print out P2 after each iteration 
2 F,  omit P 
18 
2 - PPOUTl = T,  print out final P . after convergence 2 
F , omit  final P 2 
3 - POUT1 = T,  print  out  final  pressure  distribution 
F, omit  final  pressure  distribution 
4 - NUKUEl = T,  read  complete  set of seal geometry  cards,  usually  used 
fo r  first se t  
(4) Seal  Geometry  Cards 
This  set  of data  cards  contains  code  numbers  that  describe  each of the MXN nodal  points. 
Each  nodal  point is designated as KUE in  the  computer  program  language.  Since a two- 
dimensional array is stored  columnwise  in  the  computing  machine,  the MXN code  num- 
bers   must  be entered  in  columnwise  order. 
KUE = 0,  
KUE = 1, 
KUE = 4, 
KUE = 5, 
KUE = 6 ,  
KUE = 7 ,  
KUE = 8, 
KUE = 9, 
Note  that  the  joint 
ary  requirements ,  
regular  point o r  corner of depressed area 
2 ,  o r  3,  corresponding  to  given  pressure  PFIX (1, 2, o r  3) 
vertical  line of step  in  X-direction 
horizontal  line of s tep in  Y-direction 
TOP  JOINT,  leading  edge  in  X-direction 
BOTTOM JOINT,  trailing  edge  in  X-direction 
LEFT  JOINT,  leading  edge  in  Y-direction 
RIGHT JOINT,  trailing  edge  in  Y-direction 
condition  implies  that  the  boundary  specified  satisfies  the  cyclic  bound- 
At present,  the  computer  program is se t  up  to  handle  correctly  the 
cyclic boundary condition in the Y-direction. For this boundary condition, the mesh 
points  in  the  Y-direction are increased  from N to N + 1, and N - 1 divisions to N divisions 
for the total length of the seal pad. Furthermore, the input of N for cyclic boundary 
conditions should be equal to N ,  not N + 1, because the computer program increases the 
mesh points N to N + 1 automatically. The calculations for flow rate in the Y-direction 
for  cyclic  boundary  conditions  should  set  JFLO = N. 
Comments  on  Use of Shrouded  Rayleigh-Step  Computer  Program 
The following remarks  should  be  useful  to a potential  user of this  program.  Some of 
the  limitations are stated. 
(1) The  number of mesh  points is limited  to 30 points  in  the  Y-direction  and  13  points 
maximum  in  the  X-direction  because of the 32K core  storage  capacity of the  Lewis 
Research  Center  computer.  Thus, a difficulty a r i s e s  in checking to see if there is solu- 
tion  convergence of a particular  geometric  configuration  and  operating  condition. 
(2) The  convergence of the  numerical  analysis is limited  to  moderate  compressibility 
numbers.  This  difficulty  may be overcome  by  incorporating  the  Newton-Raphson  proced- 
u re .  It is believed  that  convergence at higher  compressibility  numbers  will  be  possible. 
19 
ts\ -411 er1-01- occurs  in the  analysis  in-the  step  region  where  large  gradients  occur. 
This 1 2 1 2 ~ -  esplain the behrzrior shown in figure 6, where  an  optimum  pocket  length-to-land 
1e1yth r’atic is not found. 
Program Listing 
S I S F  
L 
u - 
c 
c 
c - 
r 
b 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
t 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
r 
c 
T C  T 2 I P A D   L I S T r D E C K  
? I U C 1 0   R E V I S E D  RY DR.CHAS.NG 7 9 1 1 9 6 7  FCR  MULTIPLE  DEPRESSED  FEED AND 
CnaRECTED  THE  INTEGi7ATION  FCR  CYCLIC   BOUNDARY  CONDIT ION  IN  Y D I R E C T I C N  
DROGQAV TO SOLVE  STEP  COMPRESS.  BEAR.  PROR.  WlTH  FIXEC 
EOUATIOFJS  ARE  WRITTEN  FOR  PARALLEL  FACES  ONLY 
KUE=O  REGULAR  POINT OR CORAER OF C E P R E S S E D  AREA OR L I N E  OF SUWP 
K U E = 4   V E R T I C A L   I N E  OF STEP 
K U E = 5   H O R I Z O N T A L   I N E  OF STEP 
KUE=6 TOP J O I N T  
K U E = 7   B O T T O M   J O I N T  
K U E = R   L E F T   J C I N T  
K U E = 9  R I C F T   J O I N T  
SHOULD LIE S V A L L E R   T H A N   ( S E C C N C   I N C E X l  
X I N  I O I R E C T I O N   ( V E R T .  DOhN) 
Y ‘ I N  J O I R E C T I O N  (HUK. L E F T  T O  R I G H T )  
B O U V D A R I E S 9   L I N E S  OF SYMMETRYYJOINTS I N  ANY D I R E C T I O N .  
Y 9 N ARE  THE  MESH  POINTS I N  THE X AND Y D I R E C T I G h S  
K U E = l t 2 * 3  KNOWN P R E S S U R E =   P F I X ( 1 , Z t O R  3 )  
PROBLEM I S  SOLVED  COLUMNWISE. P ( F I R S T   I N D E X )  
P L A K X 9 P L A P Y = X p Y 9  COMPONENTS OF PLAM 
( I H I J H ) , ( I H H * J H H )  ARE  CORNERS  OF  STOP  COUNEARY 
STEDF=STEP  DEPTH. WHERE NO STEP  H= 1 
( I B , J B ) ~ ( I R B I J B B )  ARE  CORNERS  FOR  SECONC  PAD O R  POCKET 
STEDRtSTEP  DEPTH  FOR 2 PAD CR POCKET 
( I A r J A ) , ( I A A v J A A )  ARE  CORNERS  FOR  SECOND OR THIRD  PAD AND POCKET 
STEOAvSTEP  DEPTH  FOR 2 OR 3 PAD AND POCKET 
N D I G =  NO OF D I G I T S  WANTED  REPEATED T O  TRUNCATE  SOLLTION 
LKOUNT I S  THE  MAXIMUM  ALLOWARLE  NUMBER OF I T E R A T I O K S  
IFLO: I CCORDINATE OF T H E   L I N E  ACROSS  WHICH Y-FLOW IS COPPLTED. 
J F L O =  J CCOROINATE OF THE L I N E  ACRCSS  NHICH  X-FLOh I S  CGYPUTED. 
COE= CLEARANCE  COEFFIC IENTS.  S E E  H F U N t  HXFEN, H Y F U k -  
OREP=.TRUE.  PUT OUT P 2   A F T E K E A C H   I T E R A T I O N  
PPOUT-.TRUE.  OUTPUT  OF  P2  AFTER  CONVERGENCE 
POUT=.TRUE.  WANTED  OUTPUT  CF P. AFTER  CCNVERGENCE 
NEhKIIE=.TRUE. I F  NEW KUE  bRRAY I S  SEAC I N  
TWO PAD  SET  NPD=TRUE  AND  THREE  ?AD  SET  NPD=FALSE 
NPAD=NO.OF  PADSVSINGLE  PAD= l rTWO  PADz2rTHKEE  PAD=3  
NDPP-0 W/A/DP PKINTUUT,   USE  CNLY WHEN P2 IS GREATER  THAN P 1  
NDPP=l   US€  ONLY  FOR  EGULAR G A S  B E 4 R I N G   S T U C I E S  
COf”Mf?FJ E 9 R 9 D 
D I M E N S I O N  P F I X ( 3 ) r K U E ( 1 3 ~ 3 C ~ ~ Q F I X ( 3 ) r H o 1  
1 Q ~ 1 3 r 3 0 ~ r F F ~ 1 3 ~ 3 ~ ~ r F ~ l 3 ~ ~ A ~ l 3 ~ l 3 ~ r R ( 1 3 ~ ~ C ~ 6 l ~ ~ E ~ l 3 ~ l 3 ~ 3 O ~ ~  
l ~ S M P ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 3 ~ ~ ~ ~ 1 3 r 3 0 ) ~ ~ ~ 1 3 ~ 1 3 ~ 3 O ~ ~ S ~ l ~ ~ 3 O ~ ~ P P ~ 6 l ~ ~ P X ~ 6 1 ~ ~  
l P Y ~ 6 1 ~ ~ D ~ 1 3 ~ 1 3 ~ 3 0 ~ ~ G Q W o r C O E ~ l O ~  
1 ~ X X ~ 1 3 l r Y Y ~ 6 1 ~ ~ P F X ~ 1 3 ~ 3 0 ~ ~ P F Y ~ 1 3 ~ 3 0 ~ ~ H ~ X ~ 1 3 ~ 3 0 ~ ~ H F Y ~ 1 3 ~ 3 0 ~ ~ F 5 ~ 1 3 ~  
130 1 
D I M E N S I O N   L O G C [ l N I 4 ) r L O G K N 1 ( 4 )  
D A T A   L O G T R U / l H T /  
20 
EQUIVALENCE ~ L O G C O ~ ~ l ~ ~ Q R E P l ~ ~ L O G C O N ~ 2 ~ ~ P P C U T ~ ~ ~ L O G C O N ~ 3 ~ ~ P O U ~ ~ ~  
A ~ L U G C O N ~ 4 ~ ~ N E W K U E ~ ~ ~ L ~ G K ~ l ~ l ~ ~ ~ R E P l ~ ~ ~ L O G K N l ~ 2 ~ ~ P P U U T l ~ ~  
R ( L O G K ~ 1 ( 3 ) ~ P O U T l ) ~ ( L O G K N 1 o r N U K U E l ~  
L O G I C A L   J O I N T I  QREPIPPOL'T IPCUTINEWKUE~NPD 
LOGICAL  CGCON 
NAMELIST  /CARDl /NPAD, INP,NCPP 
N A M E L I S T  / C A R D L A / I A , J A I I A A I J P A ~ S T E D A , N ? D  
N A M E L I S T  / C A R D L R / i R ~ J B , I H B ~ J B 0 , S T E O R  
N A M E L I S T  / C A R ~ ~ / M ~ N , P L A M X , P L A M Y ~ Y O X , I H H I J H , I H H ~ J H H ~ S T E D E ~ N D ~ ~ G ~ P F I X ~  
A N C A S E , L K O U N T I I F L O ~ J F L O ~ I F L C E , C O E  
N A M E L I S T  / C A R D 3 / Q R E P l ~ P P O U T l r P O U T l ~ N U K U E l  
NAMELIST   /CARD4/KUE 
1 F O R M A T I l X 7 0 I l )  
4 FORMATI / 101 1 X v F 1 1 . 7 ) )  
3 FORMAT( 2511 P A T K I X  I S  SINGULAR  AT J =  I3916HvCASE  AF!ANDONED. / lH l )  
S FORMAT(  / /1HH  CASE  CGNVERGES TO I 3 9 1 4 H   D I G I T S  AFTER I 3 , l l H   I T E R A T I  
l O N S  1 
1 64HCOEF OF  CENTER  F PRESSURE I N  PERCENTAGE OF S I C €  
Z D I M E N S I U N S  = ( E 1 4 , 7 r l H ,   E 1 4 - 7 , 2 H ) . )  
6 F O R M A T ( / / 2 3 H   F I N A L   R E S U L T S  FOR C A S E   1 5 / / 1 3 H   F O R C E / P R E A   = E L 4 . 7 i  
7 FORMAT(46POFLOW PER U N I T   L E N G T H  I N  X A T  ENT.  AND E X I i  = (  
t' F L l R M A T ( Z 9 P l F I N A L   P R E S S U R E   D I S T R I B U T I O N .  / / I  
7 F O R M A T ( 2 5 P l F I N A L  P * * 2  C I S T R I B U T I O N .  / I  
l l P E 1 4 . 7 , 2 V ,   l P E 1 4 . 7 ~ 1 H ) 2 4 H F L O W  PER c1. Lo I N  Y = ( 1 P E 1 4 . 7 r l H ) / I  
Y O 2  F O R M 4 T ~ l H 0 ~ 3 H I A ~ ~ l S ~ 3 H J A ~ ~ I 5 ~ 4 H I A A ~ ~ I 5 ~ 4 H J A A ~ ~ I 5 ~ 6 P S T E D A ~ ~ E l 5 ~ 8 ~  
9 0 3  F O R M 4 T ( 1 H C ~ 3 H I B = , I 5 , 3 H J B = , I 5 , 4 H I B B = r I 5 ~ 4 H I B B ~ ~ I 5 , 4 H J ~ B ~ ~ I 5 ~ 6 ~ S T E D ~ ~ ~ € l 5 ~ ~ ~  
9 0 5   F O R M A T ( / / 2 3 H  F I N A L  RESULTS FOR CASE I 5 / / 1 3 H   F O R C E / P R E A   = F 1 4 . 7 ; 7 H h /  
l A / O P = , E 1 4 . 7 / 6 5 H , C O ~ F  OF  CENTER OF PRESSURE I N  PERCENTAGE  OF S I C €  
Z D I M E Y S I n N S  = ( E 1 4 . 7 r l H p   E 1 4 . 7 9 2 H ) . )  
1 2  R E A D   ( 5 W C A R D l )  
GO TO ( L O v 7 0 7 , 7 0 1 )   , N P A D  
7 0 1  K E A D t S ~ C A R D l A )  
I F   ( V P D )  GO TO 10 
7 0 7  R E A D ( 5 , C A R D l S )  
10  READ ( 5 v C A R 0 2 )  
R E A D   ( 5 9 C P R D 3 )  
WRITE ( 6 , 1 0 0 2 )  L I Q E P l r P P O U T l ~ P O U T l r N U K U E l  
1002 FORMFIT ( 3 2 t i 1  QREP  PPOUT  N E W K U E / 6 X A 1 , 6 X A l , 8 X A l 9 6 X A l )  
DO 1004 I J P = l p 4  
I F  ( L G G K N L ( M M 1  .FQ. LOGTRU)  GO T O  1006 
L n G C n N ( M M I  = .FALSE. 
GO TO 1 0 0 4  
1006 LOGCf lN(MM1 = .TRUE. 
1004 C O N T I h U E  
W R I T E   ( 6 , 1 0 0 3 )  MTN9 PLAMX,  PLAPY, Y O X ,  IHI JH,  IHHI JHH,  STEDE, 
2 N D I G ,  PF IX ,   NCASE,   LKOUNT,   IFLO,   JFL ,  IFLOEt   COE 
1 0 0 7  F O R K A T ( l H 0 ~ 6 X , l H ~ ~ 5 Y ~ 3 H N  r21HPLAMX  PL4MY Y O X * ~ X , ~ H I H , ~ X V ~ H J H  
2 5 X 9 3 H I H H   5 x 9   3 H J H H / l H   1 7 r I 6 r 3 F 8 . 3 , 4 1 8 / 9 0 H O  S T E D E   N I G   P F I X ( 1 )  
3 P F I X ( 2 )   P F I X ( 3 )  NCASE LKOUFvT I F L O   J F L O   I F L O E / L H   F 7 . 3 r . I  
4 5 ~ F l 0 . 3 ~ 2 F A ~ 3 r I 7 ~ 2 1 8 ~ 1 9 ~ 1 7 / 6 H O C O E  = 1 0 F 8 . 3 )  
GO TO ( 7 0 2 , 7 0 3 9 7 0 4 )  ,NPfiD 
7 0 4   W R I T E  ( 6 . 9 0 2 )  I A 9 J A , I A A , J A A * S T E D A  
I F ( N P D )  G C  T O  7 0 2  
7 0 3   W R I T E   ( 6 , 9 0 3 )   ' I B , J S ~ I R B ~ J B B , S T E D R  
702 IF(.NOT.NEWKUE)GO T O  3 5  
20  R E A D   ( 5 9 C P R D 4 )  
DO 3 0  I=l,l" 
W R I T E ( ~ , L ) ( K U E ( I I J ) * J = L , N )  
DO 30 J = l I N  
21 
3 0  K U E ( I , J ) = K U E ( I , J I + l  
35 KOUNT=O 
NN=N- 1 
M M = M -  1 
DO 40 K=1,3 
40 Q F I X ( K ) =   P F I X ( K ) * P F I X ( K )  
D X = L . / F L G A T ( P M )  
D Y = Y O X / F L C A T ( N U )  
GO T O  4 3  
I F ( K U E ( 2 , l ) . E Q o 9 . A ~ D o P L A M Y o G T . P L A ~ X )  GO T O  44 
44 D Y = Y O X / F L G A T I N )  
22 
110 
1 2 0  
1 3 0  
14 0 
150  
160 
1 7 0  
180 
1 9 C  
200 
21c: 
2 2 0  
2 3 0  
2 3 3  
2 3 2  
2 3 1  
23 
24 
25 
26 
$ I B F T C  SUP! L I S T v D E C K  
F U N C T I O N   S U M ( P r M , D X )  
D I M E N S I O N  P ( 7 0 )  
I F ( ( Y / 2 ) * 2 - M )  80;81r81 
81) K = 2  
KK=M- 1 
KKK=7 
SlJM=O.O 
LO DO 20 I = K r K K , K K K  
27 
20  S U M = S U Y + P ( I I  
3 C  SUM=SUC*DX/3.0 
40 K = 3  
45 SUM=Z.O*SL" 
GO Tn 10 
5 0  K = . l  
KK=M 
KKK=" 1 
GO T Q  4 5  
GO T O  ( 3 0 r 4 0 p S O ) p K  
RETURN 
81 S U M = P ( l ) - P ( M )  
SUM=SIJM + - 2 5 S P ( 1 ) + 3 . S P ( 2 ) - - 2 5 ~ P ( 3 )  
DO 60 J=39M,2  
SUM = SUM +4.SP(J)+2.*P(J+LI 
SUM = SUM *OX/3.  
RETURN 
END 
6 0  CONTINUE 
B I B F T C  H X F U N   L I S T p D F C K  
FUNCTION  HXFUN(XX,YY,CC!E) 
C F U N C T I O N  T O  E V A L U A T E   X - D E R I V A T I V E  OF H FROP X , Y  AhC C O E F F I C I E N T S  C 
D I M E N S I O N  C O E ( 1 U )  
X=XX-CO€ ( 1 )  
Y=YY-COE ( 2 1 
H X F U N = C O E ( 4 ) + 2 . a C O E ( ~ ) S X + C ~ ~ ( 8 ) * Y +  
RE T U R Y  
END 
L ~ . * c o E ( ( I ) * x * x  
28 
5 I B F T C   H Y F l l N   L I S T , O E C K  
FUIVCTIUIV  t'YFUN(XX,YY,CCE) 
C F U N C T I O N  TO E V A L U A T E   Y - D E R I V A T I V E  OF H FROM X T Y  ANC C f l E F F I C I E N T S  C 
D I  MENS I O N  COE ( 10 1 
X = X X - C O E  ( 1) 
Y=YY-COE ( 2 1 
H Y F U Y = C O E ( 5 ) + 2 . e C O E ( 7 ) ~ Y + C f l ~ ( 8 ) e X + 3 . ~ C O E ( l O ) ~ Y ~ Y  
RE  TURN 
END 
S I B F T C   M A T I . N V   L I S T I O E C K  
C M A T R I X  INVERSION  WITH  ACCOMPANYING  SOLUTION OF L INEAR  EGUATICNS 
t NOVEMBER 1 9 6 2  S GOOD DAVIC  TAYLOR MODEL B A S I N  Ab' P A T 1  
C GENERAL  FORM  UF  DIMENSIGN  STATEPENT 
SUBROUTINE M A T I N V ( A , N l , R ~ M l , D E T E R M , 1 0 )  
D I M E Y S I O N  A ( 1 3 , 1 ~ ) ~ 6 ( 1 3 , 1 ) , I N D E X ( 1 3 , 3 )  
EQUIVALENCE ( I R O W , J R O W ) ,  ( I C O L L M v J C O L U M ) ,  ( A M A X ,  T c  S W A P )  
M=M 1 
N=N 1 
10 DETERM=O.O 
15 DO 2 0  J = l , N  
20 I N D E X ( J I 3 )  = 0 
311 DO S 5 0  I = l , N  
C SFARCH  FORPIVOT ELEMENT 
40 A M A X = O . O  
4 5  DO 105 J = l , N  
I F ( I N D E X ( J y 3 ) - 1 )  60,  LC59 6 C  
60 DO 100 K = l p N  
I F ( I h l D E X ( K , 3 ) - 1 )  8 0 ,  100, 715 
8 0  I F  ( A M A X  -ARS ( A ( J , K ) ) )  85, 100, 100 
85 I R O W = J  
90 ICOLUM=K 
L O O  CONT I N U i  
105 C O N T I N U t  
A M A X  = A B S   ( A I J V K )  1 
I N D E X (   I C O L U M , 3 )  = I U D E X (   I C O L U M , 3 )  + 1  
260 I N D E X ( I , L ) = I R O W  
2 7 0   I N D E X ( I , 2 ) = I C O L U Y  
C INTERCHANGE ROWS  TO PUT  PIVCT  ELEMENT ON DIAGONAL 
1 3 0   I F   ( [ R O W - I C O L U M )  140, 3101 1 4 0  
140 DETERM=-OETERM 
150 DO 2 0 0   L = l , N  
160 SWAP=A( IROW,L)  
1 7 0  A ( I R O W , L ) = A ( I C O L l l M , L )  
200 A (  I C n L U M I L I = S W A P  
I F ( M )   3 1 0 ,   3 1 0 ,  ?10 
210 00 250 L = l , M  
22C S W A P = B ( I R C W , L )  
2 3 0  B ( I R ~ W I L ) = B ( I C O L ~ J M , L )  
250 R (  IC f lLUM,L)=SWAP 
29 
C D I V I D E   P I V O T  ROW B Y  P I V O T  E L E M E N T  
310 P I V O T   = A ( I C O L U M , I C O L U M )  
DETERM=DETERM*PI VOT 
330 4 (  ICOLUW, ICOLUM)=1.0 
340 DO 3 5 0   L z 1 . N  
350 4 ( I C ~ L U ~ ~ L ) = A ( I C f l L U M I L ) / P I V C T  
355 I F ( M )  3801 380, 3 6 0  
360 DO 3 7 0  Lz1.M 
3 7 0  R (  I C ~ L U M ~ L ) = B ( I C ~ L l J ~ , L ) / P I V C T  
C REDUCE  NON-PIVOT ROWS 
380  DO 5 5 0  L I = l , N  
390 I F ( L l - I C O L U M 1  400, 5 5 0 ,  400 
400 T = A ( L L T I C O L U M )  
420 A ( L l , I C O L U M ) = O . O  
430 DO 450 L = l , N  
450 ~ ( L L T L ) = ~ ( L ~ ~ L ) - A ( I C O L U ~ , L ) ~ ~  
455 I F ( M )  5 5 0 ,  5 5 0 ~  460 
460 DO 5 0 0  L = l ,  M 
5 0 0  B ( L ~ , L ) = B ( L ~ , L ) - R ( I C O L U M T L ) ~ T  
5 5 0  CONTINUE 
C INTEPCHAACE COLUWNS 
6 0 0  00 7 1 0  1 z l . N  
hlc) L = N + l - I  
6 2 0   I F   ( I N D E X ( L , L ) - I ~ U E X ( L , Z ) )  6 3 0 9  7 L 0 1  6 3 C  
6 3 0   J R O k = I N D E X ( L , L )  
6 4 0   J C O L ~ I M = I N l ) E X   ( L  9 2 1 
6 5 0  DO 705 K = l , N  
6 6 0  SWAP=A ( K T  JROh) 
6 7 0   A ( K , J R O ~ ) = A ( K , J C f l L U M )  
700 A ( K 9 JCOLUP I =  SNAP 
705 CONTINUE 
7 1 0  C O N T I N U E  
DO 7 3 0  K =1,N 
I F ( I N D E X ( K , 3 )  - 1 )  7 1 5 , 7 2 0 , 7 1 5  
720  CONTINUE 
73 0 CONT I NUE 
I D - i  
GO T O  7 4 0  
7 1 5  I D  = 2  
740 RETURN 
END 
Sample Problem 
An example of the  use of the  computer  program is given for  the 315 psia  (217 N/cm') 
design point for both a parallel  film  and a film  with a 2-milliradian  tilt.  The  geometry is 
shown in figures 4 and 11. The mean film thickness to be investigated hm is 0.0003 inch 
(0.0008 cm), and the groove depth A is 0.0001 inch (0.0003 cm). 
From  table I1 fo r  hm = 0.0003  inch (0.0008 cm), 
A = 1.715 = PLAMY PLAMX = 0 = Ax 
Y 
30 
I 
.- 
TABLE IT. - SUMMARY OF COMPRESSIBILITY NUMBER FOR EACH 
FILM THICKNESS AT EACH DESIGN POINT 1 Film  tFikness ,  
0.0001  .0003 
.0002  . 5 
.0003  .0008 
,0004 . 0010 
I 
65 psia (45 N/cm2 abs) 215 psia (148 N/cm2 abs) I315 psia (217 N/cm2 abs) 
Design  point 
1 "I 2 ~ - . - -. - 3 
1"". - ~ ~ ~ .~ 
. ~~ 
Sealed  pressure, P1 
___~ ~ __- .. , 
~. ~ ~ . . .  "_ ~~~~~ 
Compressibility  number, 
. .  hY 
2 0 . 4  15.4 
5.10 3.86 1 1.69 2.27 1.715 
,950 
. 6  50 
,423 
,311 
,238 
,188 
,152 
1.28 
,816 
. 567 
, 417  
,319 
,252  
,204 
" 
YOX = - =- = 3.500 c 0 878 
b 0 .25  
A + h m  
STEDE = = 3 . 3  
PFIX(1) = - p1 = 1 
. .  
p1 
p2 
p1 
PFIX(2) = - = 1 
,965 
.617 
.428 
.315 
.24 1 
,191 
,154 
For the parallel film case, 
- cl=o 
c2 = 0 - 
31 
- 
C3 = Coe(3) = 1 
For the  2-milliradian  tilt  case, 
- - "1 - 0.5b - o. C - Coe(1) =- -- - 1 -  b b 
- c3 = 1 
The  data  for  this  sample  problem are shown  in  tables I11 and IV. The  execution  time 
f o r  this  problem  was  about  0.21  minute  on  the  Lewis  Research  Center  computer.  (Note, 
however, that the execution time increases with A since the total number of iterations 
increases.  ) The  sample  output is as follows: 
Y 
For the  parallel  film case, 
- 
W =- - 0.03813818 force - 
area 
load - W - 2 517 lb 
pad  a  Pad 
"" - W Pabc = A - 
o r  
"" 
load - w - W Pabc = 1.144 kg 
pad  pad  Pad 
The  total  load  for 20 pads is 50.34  pounds (22.90 kg). 
For  the  2-milliradian  tilt   case, 
- 
W = - - 0.03056596 force - 
a r e a  
W = W  Pabc = 2.0175  lb 
Pad 
32 
1 
or  
The  total  load is 40.35  pounds  (21.85  kg). 
A check  was  made  to see if the  solution  was  the  correct  converged  solution by chang- 
ing  the  mesh size, as shown  with  the  following  results :
M 
.03758219 27 7 
0.03863340 14 7 
Force/area N 
13 14 .03973810 
13 27 ,03813818 
Since  the  results  agree  satisfactorily,  the  solution is considered converged. 
33 
W 
cp 
TABLE 111. - DATA FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM - CASE I 
[Relative  inclination  angle of surfaces, 0.000 rad.] 
TmrLt I P R O J E C T  NUMBtR lN I iL"S1  I 
SHEEl-OF- 
FORTRAN STATEMENT lDENTlFlCbllON 
L* + * - t  1 
i- 
TABLE IV. - DATA FOR SAMPLE PROBLEM - CASE I1 
[Relative  inclination  angle of surfaces, 0 .002 rad.] 
I 
I I  I I I 
w 
VI 
Sample Problem Printout 
Case I: Parallel Film 
I 
I.00U0UO0 
l.0oJouo0 
l.oocouO0 
1.014dJ33 
1.U4d61OU 
1.uo000ou 
1.0296467 
L.OJSLI647 
l.uuc0000 
l.UYb4461 
1.OL5dJ17 
1.ooouuw 
I.ULSVb4U 
L.U'lb8bYJ 
I .oUU0000 
1 . 0 d 0 0 4 3 5  
I . 0 Y  11264  
1.Ud~ULJOU 
1.0300700 
1.0'4 72126 
1.0000u00 
l.UJU0435 
1.UY 7 lLb4  
1.o000i)uo 
1.0259b4U 
I.UUUUU00 
I.UZ98317 
I .  O Y  b446 1 
I .uoooo0u 
1.095LIb47 
l.ULY64b7 
l.UOl)U000 
1.090~1694 
L . O ~ ~ D I O I  
1 . 0 ~ 4 n 3 3 3  
I.cJUoOu00 
L.OUO0U00 
I .  0UUJU00 
I.oI)uuoc1o 
1.0000000 
1.0000000 
1.0175609 
1.05113LI3 
1.1044478 
1.0350594 
l . lU51019 
1.0352774 
1.1055875 
1.0354333 
1.0355269 
1.105nt132 
1.1059823 
l .dJ55582 
I.U3>S270 
1. IUS8832 
1.1055875 
1.03543J3 
1.1051020 
1.0352774 
1.0350594 
1. 1 0 4 4 4 7 8  
1.0175bIO 
1.0511383 
1.00000uo 
1.0u00000 
1.0000000 
1.0000000 
1.0402565 
1.0204360 
1.0406700 
1.0783780 
1.0409220 
1.114225b 
1.0411023 
1.1148294 
1 . 1 1 5 1 n 1 3  
L.0412106 
1.1152971 
1.0412467 
1.0412106 
I . l L S I 8 1 3  
1.0411023 
1.1148294 
1.0409220 
1.1142257 
L.040b  700 
1.07837n1 
1.0402566 
1.0204360 
1.0003000 
1.0000000 
1.0000000 
1.0003033 
1-02341ZO 
1.3284537 
1.0465037 
1.0540475 
1.0467909 
1.0742341 
1.0844535 
1.0469964 
1.0893643 
1.0471198 
1.0908285 
1.0471609 
1.0471198 
1.0893653 
1.0469964 
1.0841595 
1.0467909 
l .07423$2 
1.0465037 
1.0540475 
1.0234121 
1.0285507 
1.0000000 
L.0003333 
36 
I 
Case 11: Two-Milliradian Tilt 
PREP w o u r  POUT NEHKUE 
F F T I 
PI N PLAMX m a w  VCX. 
1 3  27 0 .  
LH 
1-715  3 500 
JH IHH JHH 
3 1 11 19 
STEDE NOlG P F l X l l I  P F I X l 2 I  P F I X ( 3 l  NCASE LKOUNT IFLO JFLO IFLOE 
3.300 3 1.000 1.000 0. 2 50 2 26 12 
COE = 0.500 0 .  1.000 
111111111111111111111111111 
Loooooooooooooocooooooooool 
1555555555555555550000C0001 
100000000000000000400000001 
100000000000000C00400000001 
100000000000000c004000c0001 
100000000C00000C00400000001 
100000000000000C00400000001 
100000000000000C004000C0001 
100000000000000C00400000001 
155555555555555555000000001 
l0000000000000CC00000000001 
1.C67 -0.000 -0.000 
CASE  CONVERGES 10 3 DIGITS AFTER 4 ITERATIONS 
FINAL PRESSURE CISTRIBUTION. 
1.0000000 
1.0000000 
1.0000000 
1.0000000 
1.0608665 
1.0000000 
1.0380324 
1.0673455 
1.0000000 
1.0380453 
1.0660695 
1.0302417 
1.oooooon 
1.0379359 
1.0620809 
1.0000000 
1.0377151 
1.0569594 
1.0000000 
1.0313934 
1.0511087 
1.0000000 
1.0369805 
1.044507P. 
1.0000000 
1.0369617 
1.0000000 
1.0364047 
1.0359137 
1 .02~2517 
1.0000000 
1.0352737 
1.0184282 
1.0000000 
1-0156181 
1.0086674 
1.0000000 
1.0000000 
1.0000000 
I .ooooooo 
L.oocoooo 
1.0000000 
1.0017834 
1.0345379 
1.0504143 
1.0031565 
1.054073R 
1.0031588 
1.0432833 
1.0432687 
1.0513721 
1.0031520 
1.0431549 
1.0469301 
1.0031364 
1.0428975 
1.0418271 
1.0031123 
1.0425244 
1.0363431 
1.0030801 
1.0420482 
1.0305263 
1.0030402 
1.0243782 
1.04 I 4 8 0 0  
1.0029929 
1.0408292 
1.0179571 
1.0029383 
1.0401032 
1.0114732 
1.0012711 
I .0053487 
1.0177804 
1.0000000 
1.0000000 
1.0000000 
FINAL RESULTS FOR  CASE 
1.0c000c0 
I.ocoooco 
1.0000000 
1.0391909 
1.0042LC8 
I . 0 4 0 l l C 2  
1.0063769 
1.0489454 
1.0419746 
1.0063806 
1.0489616 
1.0388741 
1.0063654 
1 . 0 3 4 6 4 1 5  
1.0063323 
1.0485048 
1.0301080 
1.0062822 
1.0480b80 
1.04880a7 
1.0254881 
1.0062160 
1.0475159 
1.0208419 
1.0061346 
1.0162090 
1.0468638 
1.0060388 
1.0461241 
1.OlLbbl9 
1.0059292 
1.0453059 
1.0073285 
1.0025911 
1-0201151 
1.0033845 
I.oooooco 
1.coooooo 
l.oooooco 
2 
1.0000000 
1.ocooooo 
1.0cc0000 
1.0442585 
1.0068890 
1.0308482 
1.00968r5 
1.0551352 
1.0315569 
1.0096922 
1.0551533 
1 .02~5358 
1.0096678 
1.0549655 
1.0248376 
1.0096159 
1.0545968 
1.0210987 
1.0095383 
1.0174692 
1.0094366 
1.0514241 
1.0540743 
1 . 0 1 3 ~ 8 4 8  
1.0093122 
1.0526691 
1.0106655 
1.0091665 
1.0075462 
1.05182rz 
1.009C007 
1-0509103 
1.0046834 
1.0039458 
1.0226350 
1.0021463 
1.0c00000 
1.0000000 
1.0000000 
-c.ooo 
I .ococcoo 
I.oooocoo 
1.000cc00 
1.0097142 
1.0227787 
1.0498192 
1.0131170 
1.0619401 
1.0226102 
1.0619603 
1.0131226 
1.0198166 
1.0130e83 
1.06171b9 
I.OLb7C09 
1.0612484 
1.0130167 
1.0138806 
1.0129104 
1.0605982 
1.0112392 
1.0127716 
1.0598090 
1.0088239 
1.0126C25 
1.0589176 
1.0066185 
1.0124C51 
1.0579523 
1.004619r 
I . O I Z L B I ~  
1.0569295 
1.0028384 
1.0053504 
1.0253430 
1.0012926 
1.0000c00 
1.ccoocoo 
1.0000000 
-0 .000 -0.coo -0.000 
I .ccc0000 
1.0000000 
1.ccc0c00 
1 ~ 0 1 2 6 7 2 5  
lL0559915 
1.0155451 
1.0166956 
l IOb95186 
1.0140210 
1.0695411 
l c C l b 7 0 2 4  
1.0114568 
l .Cl66577 
1 ~ 0 6 9 1 9 9 5  
1 tc0921or  
l .Clb5653 
lbOb85612 
1 1 ~ 0 7 3 4 8 0  
1.0164288 
110057842 
1.0161513 
1:0666961 
1~0044434 
l.OLb0356 
1iCO32769 
1.C656053 
1 . 0 6 4 4 7 8 1  
1.0157844 
1.0022578 
1 ~ 0 1 5 5 0 0 2  
1 ~ 0 6 3 3 4 2 3  
1L0013743 
l.OOt.8186 
110282058 
l I C 0 0 6 2 2 1  
1 ~ 0 b r 7 0 2 3  
1.ocooooa 
l i o c o o o o o  
1.ccc0000 
I.CC0COCO 
lLcocooco 
14c0cc0c0 
1.~157789 
1AO6297Cl 
I . C O C O O C O  
I iC2C4558 
1.0781454 
lrCOCOOCO 
I.C2Ollb36 
IJCOCOOCO 
I ~ O ~ B I ~ C ~  
I;C2c4080 
1.0776355 
l A C O C O O C O  
I t 0 2 0 2 9 3 8  
1.07Kb840 
I;occooco 
I t 0 2 0 1 2 5 5  
1.075hbC0 
1.c0000c0 
1.01990r3 
1.0740886 
I . C C C C O C O  
1.0196426 
lrCCCCOCO 
1.~726752 
1.0193351 
l r 0 7 1 3 0 7 2  
I . C O C O O C O  
l .Cl89876 
l r c o c o o c o  
1 b 0 0 0 3 6 4 1  
1r0310146 
1 ~ 0 7 0 0 4 7 7  
L A C C C C O C O  
1.C000OCO 
1.COOOOCO 
1.CCCCOCO 
1.oooooco 
1.c000cc0 
1.0190582 
1.0713225 
1.0244317 
lb0883560 
1 ~ 0 2 4 4 4 0 7  
1 . 0 8 8 3 8 4 2  
1 ~ 0 ~ 4 3 7 3 4  
1.08r4012 
110242359 
1.0858363 
110240340 
1.0839591 
1.0237726 
1b0819564 
1.0234562 
1.0r99r80 
Lb0230891 
1.0781744 
1.C226749 
1.0767494 
1.0100012 
1.0324798 
L.OC00000 
l.OC00000 
1.c000000 
I.cooocoo 
1.0225396 
1.0730750 
1.0286596 
1 . 0 8 7 0 5 0 1  
1.0286698 
111014070 
1.0285900 
1:0990601 
1.0284276 
lb0962779 
1.0281895 
1.C932962 
1:0278819 
1.0902662 
1 i0275104 
1 .08r2~03 
1.0270800 
l i 0 8 4 4 4 2 5  
1.0265953 
1.0535081 
1.0117452 
1-0238216 
1.coooooo 
1. coooooo 
1.0000000 
l .occoooo 
1.0262555 
1.0694904 
1.0331788 
1.0800652 
1.0331904 
1.0825620 
1.0330967 
1.0798K32 
1.0329069 
1.0755923 
1.0326293 
1.0704663 
1.0352r1r 
1.0644041 
1 . 0 3 1 8 4 0 8  
1.05'68409 
1.0313428 
1.0465251 
1.030r830 
1-0308121 
1.0136119 
1.0144440 
I .occcooo 
1.0000000 
FORCElAREA = 0.3056596E-OICOEF OF  CENTER  OF PRESSURE I N  PERCENTIGE OF SIDE  ClrENSlONS = 1 0.4486157E 0 0 .  0.5691036E 001. 
FLOY PER UNIT LENGTH I N  X A T  ENT.  AN0 EXIT  =l-8.2054521E-O11  7r1716304E-03)FLOY PER U. L. I N  V = I -1.7507014E 001 
*ole EXIT IN TRlPao 
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